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Who are you and what is your relationship with the collective Enmedio?

Well my name is Leonidas Martin and I’m part of the collective 
Enmedio; I’m sort of a jack of all trades, I do a little bit of 
everything, just like everyone else in the organization.

When, where, and why was Enmedio created?

Well, Enmedio was created for a very concrete reason: the members of 
the collective were not happy with what we found outside of it, with the 
destiny that neoliberalism offered us. We finished our studies and we 
didn’t feel right about it. The photographer didn’t want to work her entire 
life taking photos for agencies and magazines; the designers didn’t want 
to design for evil corporations their whole lives; the artists could not find 
a space in the maze of galleries and museums; so we decided to open 
another space, a space ‘en medio’  (in between) everything and nothing. 
And from there, we tried to think through our practices and carry them 
out in a way that seemed apt. This was in 2007. Some current members 
of the collective came from decades of previous experiences with other 
names like the agencies, or Yomango, or other experiences like that.

Why the name Enmedio?

Enmedio (literally, inbetween) is named precisely for that-- for 
not having a ‘place’ or for rejecting the place where it seems 
like we’re destined to go, and therefore being left without a 
certain place. As a result we feel like we’re a little bit ‘in between.’ 
It’s a place that’s still undefined, always in motion.

Your group has described itself in the following way: “It’s a group 
of visual professionals (designers, photographers, film makers, 
artists) who, unsatisfied with the lack of connections between art and 
political action, have decided to abandon our usual territory of work 
and situate ourselves in the in-between, nowhere in particular and 
everywhere at the same time.” Is this a volunteer working group?

No, it doesn’t have anything to do with volunteering, nor is it anything 
forced, it’s not forced labor. It’s the search for a space where what 
you know and what you like to do can fit in with your understanding 
of existence, of life, of being here. So it doesn’t have anything to 
do with the relationship you can establish with NGOs or similar 
spaces that do operate more through volunteer work, because 
volunteering, in a way, is always connected with spare time: “What 
should I dedicate my extra time to, the part that’s not productive 
but where I still have energy to be able to contribute something 
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to society?” That’s not what this work is because this is where we put most of 
our time, this is what we dedicate ourselves to in a way. We’re a collective.

Does the collective have salaried personnel?

No. The most political work Enmedio does is actually in its internal management and 
how it shares its wealth, which is not just economic wealth, which only represents 
a small percentage of Enmedio, but also the wealth of relationships created 
between the people that share this group.  How can such wealth be shared when 
we’re talking about a wealth that is so immaterial, so intangible, and so hard to 
classify? Well, discussing and talking about it as equals. The wealth that is shared 
can be funding, for example, or it can come from attending a conference, or it 
can be the visual capital someone acquires by presenting at a conference, etc. 
All of this is discussed. As the years have gone by we’ve been discussing it less, 
as we already know each other so well that we more or less know what to do. 
We have a way of doing things and wealth is typically shared in the same way. 
It includes thinking about the conditions of each person in the collective, what 
they’re going through in that moment, who is more in need of money at that time 
and who isn’t. Usually the wealth for a given project falls to the person with the 
most need, regardless of who did the actual work that acquired that money.

Our core membership consists of 6 people, this is the group of people taking 
care of the daily tasks for the organizations, the most basic and constant tasks. 
This core group gives continuity to the entire project, but Enmedio creates many 
processes that incorporate a lot of other people. In that sense, Enmedio is more 
like a network of people for a given process or intervention. These processes could 
include political actions, thought processes, or extended seminars where lot of people 
are involved. When these happen the group of 6 dissolves into larger groups.

How are decisions made in this group?

We’re not very dogmatic about our assembly practices; we’ve shared many 
years together, so we have our own tools, our own way of being together. 
We don’t apply very many formal tools to our discussions or meetings 
because it’s more like a continuous meeting. It’s being and living together. 
It’s a space where, truly, the boundaries between the personal and public, 
between friendship and group camaraderie, are dissolved. What we’ve 
ended up creating amongst ourselves is like another way of life.

You’re a nonprofit cultural association-- why have you chosen to take this legal form?

I think that for the projects we started out doing, the not-for-profit 
group structure worked really well, so we settled on it without many 
complications. In fact, we’re now discussing removing the not-for-profit 
designation if we keep getting work, as we don’t need it very much.

Why didn’t you choose to take the form of a cooperative?

A cooperative, in that moment, was much more difficult to establish, to complete all 
the paperwork for. It seemed very tedious and we didn’t want to get into it. Another 
reason is that we have a very vague bureaucratic structure-- this has always been 
one of the collective’s shortfalls, though I’m not sure if it’s a shortfall or a good quality. 
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Nobody in the organization wants to do the bureaucratic paperwork, we’re too much 
of the artistic type for that kind of work, so as a result it’s usually not well maintained.

How are your activities financed? Do you receive help from public institutions?

We’re not well-financed. It’s a complicated issue for Enmedio with various factors. 
We get some of our financing from giving classes and conferences, participating 
in seminars-- the more academic and cultural side of things. This includes 
participating in art festivals, university museum expositions, and in many other 
social centers, cultural centers of all types. We’ve also done some crowdfunding 
campaigns for specific projects, like our festival called “Cómo acabar con el 
mal” (How to stop evil). The following two versions we did were also partially 
crowdfunded. At other times we’ve organized an event as a fundraiser, such 
as a huge party. And that’s how we get our funding done, more or less. 

We don’t receive grants, we have received very few and normally it’s because 
some other collective has put us down as a partner and worked on it themselves. 
We’re truly very vague when it comes to administrative and bureaucratic work, 
we don’t like it very much. We have a Kafka-esque aversion to it, we read Kafka 
as youths and still believe that “the process is the punishment,” so we don’t get 
involved in those types of processes very often. We’re poor, as you can imagine, 
but all of us in Enmedio maintain our work, that’s something that we have 
established over the years. The photographer keeps working as a photographer, 
the video artist is still making their videos and projects, the designers continue 
working as designers. I’m a professor and that’s what I do, I teach classes. 
We haven’t stopped doing what we do. Precisely because we never had the 
desire to stop, because we know that stopping would be tied to a series of 
other concessions regarding Enmedio that we haven’t wanted to make.  

The climate that has arisen along with 15M indicates that there is an 
important cultural paradigm shift occurring. For many collectives it 
means the beginning of self-organization and for others it means a 
space for rethinking oneself. What has it meant for Enmedio?

At this point we’ve had a central location in Barcelona set up for the past six 
or seven years, where we’ve organized a lot of things, and that’s how in one 
way or another, a network was formed around Enmedio. So when we saw the 
explosion of 15M, for us it was like the culmination of a lot of that we had been 
chasing and experiencing for a while. For example, the entire “V de Vivienda” 
(V for Vivienda, or Housing) movement that we were such active participants 
in was something we had already thought about in the same terms, we had 
experienced in that same way, it highlighted a lot of questions that, in the wake 
of 15M, would be brought out in a much more expansive way, including way 
more people. 15M and its wake was a very productive time for us, a time of a lot 
of development, interventions, actions, experiments, and proposals, because we 
already had all those things in the works, but we were finally applying them.

How is Enmedio as a collective connected with the sphere of image creation?

We’re not so much focused on the creation of the image in itself, we’re more 
concerned with  what happens before an image is created and what happens to it 
afterwards. We view an image as a discourse that accompanies aesthetic thought, 
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raising the basic question of aesthetics, “What is there in what we see? What is that 
which we see?” This question is irresolvable, it’s a question that’s always there for you. 

What always motivates us is the question, “How do we create an image together?” 
In the process of constructing an image an experience is already being created 
that surpasses the image itself. That’s a question that we’ve wrestled with, and the 
act of building an image together, does in itself produce an experience that goes 
beyond the image in terms of representation, and it opens something up that we’re 
really interested in, which is the exploration of the communal, of “being together,” of 
starting to share a view of the world and things.  Then that image comes to be, and 
it exists here, and that’s what someone else will perceive, without the experience 
of its formation, without the social experience that built that image. So, there’s a 
problem here that we’re trying to solve, which is precisely how to live the experience 
of building an image together and perceive that you’re “living the image,” and to take 
this experience of building an image together and open it to a wider audience as a 
community, political, and social experience.  Then there’s the problem of representation, 
the experience represented by the image is never the same as the one that created 
it, because it’s a representation and not the experience itself, but it’s what the viewer 
of that image is going to receive. So we try to think of how we can introduce a part of 
that experience that we lived into the image, because there are people who are more 
interested in living out the experience, and don’t really care about the image itself. 

There is a historical undercurrent in artistic and political thought that maintains the 
perspective that experience is more important than representation-- that one should 
live the experience and disregard all types of representation. We, however, work with 
representations because we’re artists. As a result, there is this issue of “living the 
image” and the question of the image in itself; what image remains and what does it 
mean for the viewer? And whether the image, in some way, is capable of transmitting 
part of what brought it to life. Does the image contain part of that experience and, 
if so, how does it do so? Does it pervert the experience or convert it into something 
completely different? We’re always a little bit involved in these discourses.

Studying the work that you’ve been doing in the area of cultural projection, 
it seems to me that a sense of humor, playfulness, and celebration are central 
elements to your creative process. Do you think this differentiates you from the 
work of dismantling hegemonic relations that other collectives are doing?

If we take a look at our works and the things we’ve been doing over the years, we 
see that there is a ton of humor in all of them. Why do we work with humor? Well, 
I suppose that’s because humor is based on two simple things: pain and truth, 
the truth behind a situation that you’re representing or communicating about in 
that moment. Those two subjects are what we work with. When creating work 
in cultural production spaces, which are spaces that have to do with what we 
could call more social or political spaces, you’re immediately going to encounter 
pain. The next thing you will explore is the truth behind those situations, or at 
least an attempt to create a truth for that painful situation. So, pain and truth. 
To approach these ideas, we have always used comedy as a major tool. 

Oscar Wilde said, “If you want to tell people the truth, make them laugh, or else 
they’ll kill you…” Well, we also want to avoid people killing us, so we also use humor 
in that sense. But the way we set out to use humor isn’t so much a theoretical 
approach. Everything I’m telling you I’m saying in a reflective way, observing our own 
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experience. And I suppose that what brought us to this style or manner of doing 
things was also just a part of our personality, in how we relate to each other, in how 
we approach and view the world and how a group viewpoint is put together, and our 
viewpoint is full of humor. I think that it’s a very spontaneous survival mechanism.

Frequently people ask you about the concrete effect of artivist work in 
the political reality. What is your interpretation of that question?

The question regarding the ‘real’ effects is curious, we’re always asked it at 
conferences-- “You’ve done a lot, but what have you accomplished?” That “What 
have you accomplished?” piece is difficult. The question is complicated because there 
are many different ways to understand it. You can have an experiential appreciation 
of your work, meaning the fact that we have managed to do this together, we’ve 
managed to create a space for friendship, a meeting space, a space that sustains us 
from day to day. When someone needs it, there it is, it separates us a little from the 
solitude it seems we’re predestined to, it keeps us company. That’s a big achievement, 
isn’t it? However, normally those questions are referring to a different type of social 
effectiveness. “But what have you really done?” “Have you brought mortgages to 
an end or no?” Well, in that sense, for example, if you look at all the work that we 
did as part of the “V de Vivienda” movement or everything we designed for the 
“No vas a tener casa en la puta vida” campaign (You’re never getting a house in 
your fucking life), or the world record-breaking number of people shouting, “¡No 
vas a tener casa en la puta vida!” in that protest, and if you observe the housing 
situation in cities like Barcelona or Madrid, you could say the situation is more or 
less the same. In that sense, the result would be a letdown, and you’d conclude we 
haven’t accomplished anything from all of that. But we don’t interpret it that way. 

For example, before making a series of artistic and political interventions and 
experiments in the V de Vivienda movement, the problem of rent and living situation 
was a an individualized problem, it was your problem because that’s how all problems 
in neoliberalism tend to exist-- the victories are of the system but the defeats 
are exclusively yours, your own consequences. It’s you. You have failed, it’s your 
responsibility. The issue of housing was a clear example of this. People experienced 
their housing problems as a personal problem, related to a personal failure and, 
of course, there wasn’t a socio-political space in 2007 where you could share that 
concern. There were personal spaces,  like among your friends or your family, where 
you would hear things like, “I’m worried, I don’t think I can make it to the end of 
the month, they might evict me because I’m not paying the mortgage,” but then if 
you went to a social assembly of any type there was no space for that. I think that 
our social and artistic experimentation opened up the imaginary in such a way that 
radically transformed how people related to the housing crisis. Ever since then the 
housing crisis became a social conflict and there was no doubt about that. And 
something that was previously understood as the personal failure of having lived 
above one’s means, for example, people started to understand differently, as being 
caused partially by the political policies enacted throughout a large part of the world, 
brought about by a series of decision-making that had been previously understood 
as freely-made but were actually not. And that is a very important subjective change. 
When I say “subjective” I’m not taking away any practicality or materiality away from 
it. Once we start thinking about these issues in a new way, there has already been an 
effective change. Rents are just as high, yes, but you can’t measure the world only by 
that materiality because in order for things to change, we (at least us at Enmedio) are 
convinced that, now more than ever, subjective changes must come first and foremost. 
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It’s necessary to look at and feel the world in a different way. And I think that the 
types of experiences that I’ve told you about succeeded at pushing in that direction.

From your perspective, what is the best path for creating collective 
imaginaries that are alternative to the liberal hegemonic imaginary?

We think that collective imaginaries are created all the time, it’s the result of sharing 
time together. If you spend time with someone you will start to share a view of 
the world-- you will both start to understand how to view the world and have a 
shared image of the world. Has anyone ever seen the world? No one has, we’ve 
only shared it in our conversations, we’ve talked about it and shared images of the 
world, but has it been the whole world? Has anyone seen everything in the world? 
Does anyone know how the world is as a whole? The world is nothing more than 
what we say it is. So, how should we talk about this world? How do we inhabit the 
idea that we’re transmitting the world? That is the question that we ask ourselves.

Today, for example, the world is made up by a great force –– the mass media. It’s a 
constant cycle of exhibition of the world, and it’s one way of viewing the world that has 
a large influence on how the world is shared. People see it and maybe share its view, 
or if they’re critical they may question it, but, in principle, it’s a method of sharing the 
world and creating a common world. In Enmedio, we think the world is best shared 
without media interference, when the body of it is somehow present. Therefore we try 
to make sure the images we create are accompanied by a presence. We want to make 
sure that what we create is related to what we have experienced firsthand or directly 
affects whoever is putting together the image, intervention, video, or whatever it is. We 
believe that when people inhabit an idea, conversation, or way of viewing the world, 
but they themselves aren’t personally connected to that world, it still does create a 
world. But that world is a little messed up, it’s the same world that’s surrounding us all 
the time, which increasingly puts us into a more mental relationship with the world.

For many centuries we had a spiritual relationship with the world, we had soul. This 
changed when we started having reason and a rational relationship with the world. 
We believed that by understanding the world’s physical aspects and combining certain 
elements would lead to the kind of world we wanted to have. Today we’re doing 
away with this worldview, in large measure due to critical work in the humanities that 
dismantles it, but also because centuries of rational imposition over the world has 
caused us great pain, so we have changed to having a more intellectual level. That 
is to say, reason has been exchanged for an intellectual relationship with the world. 
As a result, each individual lives in the world from their own subjectivity and their 
own way of interpreting the world in a concrete moment. So people are no longer 
interested in representing a shared world, as for example the Apollo expedition did 
during the moon operation, taking that famous photograph of the ‘blue marble.’ The 
person that took that photo was interested in capturing an image where everyone was 
present together… it was like saying, “I’ve seen the world from the moon and this is 
what we are, this is the world, a blue marble floating in the middle of nothingness.” 

Some years ago, in a similar operation, an astronaut used their iPhone to take a selfie 
on the moon. In this case, this person was the one primarily living that experience. 
Within the photo he is an interlocutor who aims to show that photograph, his 
experience, to someone else. That is, the experience is something that he has 
personally had, but the viewer has not had. It’s a little bit like saying, “Look at this 
little piece of experience I’m having now. I’m here, floating with the world behind 
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me.” The person receiving that image enters the mental relation I mentioned earlier 
of that person with that experience. Upon viewing the photo, they may say, “Damn, 
I would love to be in that situation,” or “I would never go there,” or whatever other 
reaction, but the photograph doesn’t open a shared experience or space for viewing 
the world. I suppose that if the astronaut and I were in space together and afterwards 
we returned to Earth and talked about our respective experiences, as he would 
have had one specific experience and I would have had another one,  we would be 
creating a more shared representation of that experience. I think that this happens 
because of a kind of ‘presence’ which has been completely lost from our relation with 
the world. Today we’re always corporeally separated even when we’re situated close 
together in supermarket check-out line or a train car. We inhabit spaces that are closer 
than anyone can imagine, but mentally we’re always very far away. That relationship 
interests us a lot in Enmedio, and we try to break apart that relationship using our 
shared experiences, because when we do a new, common imaginary can be created. 
A common imaginary can also be opened up by that which is ‘other.’ In this kind of 
imaginary, each person has their own experience that is incompatible with that of 
others, and this forms a world, or rather forms the image of a world-- this is the world. 
Well, in Enmedio we’re not primarily interested in the image itself, so we ask, “In order 
to not arrive at the same result of an image, how can we proceed?” and from there we 
invent things, saying, “Hey, we’re here right now, being present, let’s try this!” Or maybe 
it’s not leaving the issue until the moment you have the image, but rather inhabiting  
that image before and after it exists… these are experiments we have to carry out. 

Thinking about some of your interventions and symbols-- the designs in 
the escraches, the “No somos números (We’re not numbers)” campaign, 
the party in Bankia, the party in INEM, the “Discongreso,” The Reflectors… 
How do you delimit the realities that you want to resignify?

Well look, we have a sort of interior voice that tells us to act only upon what personally 
affects us, what affects us in first person, and never try to approach experiences that 
don’t relate to ours or affect us. We’re not about making a campaign about hunger 
in India, we’re more along the lines of being in our studio one day and saying “Fuck, 
I can’t pay rent and I’m have a lot of problems with this,” or “This is the third time I’m 
moving in four months,” and saying, “Can we do anything with this situation? Let’s try!” 

Who are the people that participate in your interventions?

We use methods that we inherited from experiences prior to Enmedio. Our process 
is simple, it’s usually the same each time. We make a decision about an intervention/
project we want to do, we say, “Let’s try to do something with this specific subject,” 
and from there we open a collective space and make announcements using social 
media, our web page, and the weekly meetings in our space. We open the idea to 
others and then people who feel a connection to that conflict or feel the need to do 
something about it join us. That’s why the people that come to Enmedio are such a 
diverse group, because the conflicts we tackle affect many distinct groups of people. 
For that reason I think it’s always a little suspicious when you see a cultural project 
that always deals with the same subject. So, we try to keep that diversity alive, which 
requires a lot of work and attention, because cultural channels tend to pigeonhole 
organizations into very delimited sectors, as if they only belong to one sector. To 
counteract that, we like to think of tools that can be worked on in different places not 
limited to the cultural spaces that we already tend towards occupying as western, 
white people with university degrees who are interested in culture. I’ll give you an 
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example, for the “Mundo Valla” (global fence) research project that we’ve started 
working on we had various options. We had, for example, the option of putting the 
result of our research into an essay format and publishing it in a book or a magazine 
that would circulate in cultural spaces. We didn’t do that, instead we made an effort 
to design a newspaper in 6 parts. Each part contained a large photograph and when 
broken up and put back together again, they came together make up an exhibition. 

What are those newspapers useful for? Well they help us talk about the “Mundo Valla” 
project in many different sites and put tools in our hands that allow us to communicate 
in a more unconventional manner and in any space;  we’ve presented our work in 
many different spaces, as a result. We’ve gone to high schools with 14-year-old kids, 
we’ve gone to internment centers to work with imprisoned immigrants, we’ve gone 
to cultural centers and museums, we’ve done it in universities, alternative spaces, 
and in social spaces for squatters, as well as in the street for different events, and it 
works. It works because its nature of being dismantled, creating a puzzle from the 
different pages, opens a corporeality and a corporeal relation with the conceptual 
experience that we were providing, and this opened the possibility for a different 
way of communicating about the project that was much more transversal, that could 
reach many more people. That is where formal experimentation comes in to play 
and why it’s so necessary. I’m kind of sick of hearing the complaining that happens 
in many cultural circles about the fact that their work has little to no repercussions 
outside of their circles. Complaining won’t accomplish anything; perhaps the 
challenge you’re confronting requires you to rethink the format you’re working in. 
The challenge necessitates, above all, thinking about the form your work takes and 
what those forms mean and what codes are intrinsic to them, if those codes are 
decipherable or not, if they’re decoded or not, if they’re accessible or not, and if so 
to who. These are really important questions for us in Enmedio. That’s where design 
comes in, and that’s where the art of thinking about the form comes in as well.

Thinking about your interventions, have you ever had to 
face any kind of complaint or legal problem? 

We typically don’t give the legal aspect of our processes a lot of importance so it 
doesn’t consume the entire process, because you know legal things can consume you 
and leave you full of worry and if you’re working on a conflict that affects that you, 
you could end up not having any impact on that conflict and just making yourself 
even more fearful. It’s important to be careful with the legal aspect of things, but it’s 
good to include it. What it does it mean to us to include it? Well it means that as 
part of our creative process we put together a text describing what we’re prepared 
to do, what risks we intend to run, and which ones we don’t; this is discussed and 
decided upon collectively, then we do some research so that we have an idea of 
how to conduct ourselves going forward. People participate in these processes 
knowing the risks and making a responsible decision for themselves, meaning they 
know what constraints they should be working within. Normally we decide to not 
take too many risks, we always aim more for enjoyment than punishment. What do 
I mean by that? I mean that we force ourselves to think about our actions with a 
creative weight so much so that we’re able to transmit the ideas that we want and 
create the experience that we want, without there being a punitive response.

And also, when you take a bit of the weight off of such a serious matter in activism 
and in all thought of social transformation and the materiality of the world, this 
changes. A lot of political action, we could call it ‘illegal’ to put it one way, believes a 
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lot in the materiality of the world, that the world is the material world that you see. 
However, we in Enmedio give materiality a more relative importance, giving more 
importance to the intangible world, or knowing that when you touch something, 
what you’re perceiving even with the sense of touch is something that you already 
had in your mind. So, as we’re more involved at the intangible level, related to the 
image, concepts, and writing, we don’t often get involved in very illegal matters 
because legality is very related to the material world, that is to say, it has to do with 
what you can take or not, what you can touch or not, where you can enter or not. 
But when you’re more involved in the intellectual path or the path towards the 
immaterial transformation of the world, through image, through words, through 
everything intangible, you get into illegal territory less, although it does happen, 
just look at that kid who went to jail for singing a song, right? It can happen. 
What I’ve said doesn’t negate the fact that power has a great materiality in the 
world today that is inscribed primarily in infrastructures and macro-infrastructures 
that manage and are needed in the flow of capitalism, and if you notice, our 
actions usually involve occupying, being present in the materiality of the world.

That’s why I asked the question, because hanging up a poster in 
Congress or entering into a branch of INEM to throw confetti is entering 
into that materiality and that can have legal consequences.

Yes, we can’t avoid this issue, our work is very interrelated with that materiality, 
but we don’t only think about it in those terms. We’re not like those people 
who think that burning a bank puts an end to that bank. You’ve burned a bank, 
but you haven’t finished it off; in fact, if you look at recent bank offices, they’re 
increasingly dematerialized, every time there’s less there. Not long ago I entered a 
bank, and there was no one there, no bank teller or anything; it was basically the 
conceptual experience of going to a bank. This is an example of the interiorization 
of the experience of capitalism. You end up without the material aspect, you 
enter a very incorporeal, intangible space, and we do a lot of work with that.

You write the following about the Enmedio center: “This center and 
its constant program of courses and workshops has a clear objective: 
make creation a form of action; a form of direct action.” Can you 
tell us more about the activity and function of this center?

We gave it the name Enmedio, in-between, because we were trying to be even 
more “in the middle,” in the center of the center. The Enmedio center is an attempt 
to, above all, relate with learning and sharing knowledge in a way radically different 
to what we find in the world outside. Some of us are professors so we know the 
existing situation of learning and education very well, we live it every day, and we 
don’t like it. To summarize it briefly, education and learning mirror neoliberalism 
1-to-1, they have the aim of transforming all human experience into an economic 
benefit. This condition provokes a tension in the arts, whether in teaching or 
education, and produces an anti-ethical movement. As a result there are movements 
in two opposite directions, on the one hand that of education itself, but on the 
other hand a movement that goes completely counter to education. For example, 
there are people who push for education to be more efficient and productive, 
so they create a set of productive educational guidelines in order to educate the 
populace faster and better. Such guidelines are present in all education today, but 
it accomplishes is the complete opposite of increasing productivity. It gets rid of 
the experience of learning in itself because learning requires contemplative time, it 
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requires time spent absorbing the world and this happens through contemplation. 
Only after a moment of meditation is transmission of that learning possible.

So the introduction of productive guidelines into learning processes complete erases 
what education had been up until now. Many questions arise as a result –– What is 
education going to be like moving forward? What will be obtained by the new set 
of learning processes? It seems that production, even when understood in economic 
and capitalist terms, requires a space for contemplation-- they’re investigating 
this because it provides measurable, beneficial results. However, we think that 
things will be terrible for learning as we know it if things continue in this direction. 
So, Enmedio tries to escape from that understanding of learning, and instead 
open a space and time for the reception and exchange of different knowledge, 
in order to see what we’re capable of doing, and what results are obtained.

What kinds of people attend your workshops and activities?

The same sorts of people that attend university or go to other places, because there 
are no other people. It was very curious, during the 15M movement some people would 
ask, “Where have these people been all this time?” Well it’s very simple, they’ve been 
next to you in line at the grocery store, or together with you on the subway. They’re 
the same people, there are no other people. It’s not like we’ve brought new people to 
occupy the town square now, it’s not that there are new people that can come to our 
center. We’re the same bodies as always, but inhabiting different places, that’s what we 
try to create by opening a different kind of space for knowledge, for example. Enmedio 
is most commonly visited by the people most represented by Enmedio’s geographic 
area, as I told you before we’re largely white, western university students, with an 
interest in culture-- that’s going to attract some people more than others. But we have 
something that we called “Enmedio moves,” which is one of the center’s practices that 
involves breaking down the zonal limits that the group is situated within. We break with 
these limits by moving-- as the name implies, we go to other places and adapt our 
seminars and workshops to other languages and practices. We think of new design and 
artistic tools that will help us talk in new ways. We try to go to other places inhabited 
by different languages and different ways of relating to the world, but that are still 
affected the exact same way as us in terms of a specific idea when we’re putting 
together an intervention. With “Enmedio moves” we’ve been to small, peripheral high 
schools, entertainment centers, immigrant camps, refugee camps, neighborhood 
associations, and low-income housing. It’s a practice that we hope to keep alive as 
long as we can with the spirit of breaking with our own assigned place in the world, 
because in such places, you only find yourself or others similar to you all the time, 
people that make you think, “this person thinks is the same way that I do, they’re me.” 

And in a way, technological development, in contrast from in the 90’s when some 
of us associated technological development with a space for freedom because the 
internet was a space where, for example, if you were a gay adolescent in a small 
town in Oklahoma, and your ability to relate with people close to you who understood 
your sexuality was very limited, then with the arrival of the internet these limits are 
kind of broken, right? The internet let you have contact with people that weren’t in 
your town but had similar feelings to you, giving you an experience of freedom. This 
was a possibility that some people pursued in that era. Today things seem to have 
gone in the complete opposite direction. New digital communication technologies 
impose the absolute opposite logic. Social networks create an image designed to be 
just like the person receiving it. You find yourself alone with other people that think 
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like you, you share information only with those who feel similarly to you, right? The 
only people who are accepted are those who fit within your sensibility. You get rid 
of everyone else; in many instances you actively physically eliminate them, you’re 
a part of the censorship eliminating them, erasing them from your friends, other 
times it’s simply a technical matter, you’re not aware of it-- simply because you’ve 
never interacted with those that are different from you, they disappear. As a result, 
social networks increasingly give you a simple reflection of yourself. In terms of one’s 
mental relationship with the world, you begin to understand the world that way, as 
well. When you have your frustrations with the world, you might say, for example, 
“How can they vote for Trump? Where did those voters come from?” Well, they 
weren’t on your Facebook wall, just like you wouldn’t encounter them at the parties 
you host, places where the only information present overlaps completely with you. 
But did you really never think that the world isn’t only made up of the things and 
people that coincide with your worldview? Because it isn’t. That’s just what you’ve 
made of the world.  So, in Enmedio we try whenever we can to get out of our own 
world, to not get stuck there, to look for ways not to simply replicate ourselves. 

Do you think that, in some way, Enmedio is involved with informal education?

In order to answer that, there’s a fundamental element that I should mention. Those 
of us that have been professors for many years in universities all know that university 
has transformed into a business, a lot more difference has been established between 
what is formal and informal, into what enters or or doesn’t enter into the realm of 
formal education. Accessibility to knowledge has become much more rigid because 
it’s being defined more by economic matters. This changes a lot of things-- for 
example, the students stop being students and instead become clients; the relation 
they have with a professor is that of a client: “I’ve paid, this is what I want. I’m not 
receiving what I want, so I’m complaining because I’ve paid.” At the same time we’re 
inhabiting a broken world where we have these images of the past, like broken junk 
in a forgotten attic, and we return to these images all the time but they aren’t helpful 
for what’s happening to us. What do I mean to say with this? Well, for example, 
when you think about the dichotomy between private school and public school, it’s 
actually more complicated than that. At the university where I work, how many times 
per day do I encounter practices that are private or privatizing? Every day! People 
are constantly behaving in a private manner even if it says public school on the door; 
what kinds of behavior goes on inside? Well, completely private behavior. They’ve 
internalized the spirit of privatization and the private sphere, but they use the name 
“public school. Well, if you are one, show it. We’re a public school, but you can’t 
come if you’re not registered, okay, so erase the “public” part. We’re a public school, 
but I’m in an individualized desk whose very body language indicates a separation 
with the other. “These notes are mine, for my personal use, and those are yours, 
for your personal use.” We’re entering a system of competence where that childish 
“don’t copy me” applies everywhere because in the end, we’re going to vie for the 
same grants. As a result, if I understand this, how do I understand education as a 
whole? Well, as something completely private, so I don’t care whether they get rid 
of public education. Going out to protest for the public sphere and all that, is all well 
and good, but I’m much more interested in the work of thinking about this issue of 
how the spirit of the private has gotten into us and has monopolized everything in 
education, even though you continue thinking you’re in the public sector. In reality, 
what’s happening is that we’re inhabiting a privatized space, not to mention all the 
academic responsibilities of the professors, all of the publications, all of the credit, 
with all of that vocabulary extracted from the economy: “credit” and all that. 
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Everyone is in their own personal space, managing their own life in a 
private way, and the property that is being exchanged is knowledge. 

None of that interests us in Enmedio. I’m a professor and it’s my way to make a 
living. At the university, I try to break down everything I can from the inside, but then 
there’s the nature of what we call “the mechanisms,” because in the mechanism we 
call the university, the subjective and immaterial aspects we discussed before are 
articulated fully by the material. The desk that I mentioned before was designed 
with the subjective viewpoint of privatization, which says, “Here there is only 
one body, fragmented, separated from the other bodies receiving and acquiring 
private information that they will later manage.” The same goes for the hallways, 
the classrooms, the departmental offices, and interpersonal relations that are 
established in that materiality, in that architectural conglomerate that may or may 
not be a campus. All of this is united in the spirit of neoliberalism, if you want to 
call it that. We in Enmedio, from our very humble position without resources and 
with very limited power, try to create a different type of space in the world, where 
we can experiment with a different sort of exchange of knowledge; where we 
can exchange with one another, teach each other, and learn in a different way; 
where we’re not ruled by rivalry, competition, and privatization of knowledge. 
Privatization only happens because of competition, without that it wouldn’t 
happen. And that is a little bit of what we try to do with the Enmedio center 
–– what would depress us more than anything is if our existence were ruled by 
privatization –– how depressing! If that’s going to be part of my experience, then 
ok, we’ll have to see how long it lasts and how it goes, and I’ll try see where I can 
set limitations against it. But, of course, I’ll try to do things in a different way.

As a professor, how do you deal with that paradox? 

Well, badly. At work, they have demoted me. That’s what they call it, even the term 
(“degradar,” which can mean either to demote or to degrade or humiliate) is funny. 
I’ve been a professor at the university for 18 or 19 years. I started out as an assistant 
professor, but I managed to become an associate professor, which I was for 5 years, 
but when the crisis occurred they returned me to assistant. I don’t have anything to 
lose. If I’m being honest with you, I’m not in the university for money, in fact these 
hours might be consuming time for me that could be economically beneficial. I’m 
dedicated to trying to open a space in my classes that is completely different from 
all of that logic. It’s difficult because first there’s the physical mechanism in itself, 
then there is the Kafkaesque bureaucratic mechanism, all the bureaucratic structure, 
which the Bologna Plan has accentuated so rapidly that it completely nullifies 
any other possibilities. After that there’s a psychic barrier, which is to say, you find 
yourself and others in a structural framework where the only reigning logic is that of 
competition and privatization: “I’ve paid to receive a series of resources that I’ll use 
individually in order to get a job for myself.” That’s what I frequently encounter in 
philosophy, art, and design spaces –– in spaces where, in principle, it should not be 
that way. So there is a series of barriers ranging from the most tangible to the most 
intangible; from the external, material mechanisms to the most internal ––that is to 
say, all of the psychic structure made by neoliberalism that is very difficult to tackle. 

Because these mechanisms are so difficult to tackle, I don’t have grand aspirations like 
“I’m going to go in there and change all of that.” Instead there are smaller aspirations, 
for example, “Today, instead of competing, they have been sharing; today we have 
been able to open a space for sharing that wasn’t related to private interests, and 
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has broken with the logic of what is ‘useful,’ entering into a different dynamic. Today 
we’ve diverged from some physical structures, we’ve instead experienced things in 
more human terms. Today it’s been a few years that a past student has been my 
friend, a friend I can count on for life and who counts on me. These barriers have 
been surpassed.” When you have these small successes it’s very satisfying because 
they show you something very important. Has neoliberal capitalism expanded to 
everything? Yes, more or less. Has it occupied all aspects of existence? Yes, more or 
less, although I kind of disagree with that perception. But, and this is very important, it 
doesn’t totalize everything. It’s not totalizing. As soon as you start thinking it’s totalizing, 
when you believe it, you’re lost, because then things like sexuality, speech, and humility 
lose their human dimensions, hosting a friend in your house is transformed into 
AirBnb. Of course, you’re free to see things that way, but you can’t forget the active 
capacity you have in doing so. In every moment, whatever the circumstance, you 
can replicate circumstances of mistreatment and injustice or you can promote justice 
and solidarity with others. In any place you can understand knowledge as something 
private or you can open a space for sharing that’s separate from that privatization 
as long as you’re with another person and is re-created when you’re together again 
later. And it’s not just that. In my class there are bodies together every day but 
they’re light years apart. So one of my objectives is to say “I’m going to try this year 
to shorten that distance between bodies.” Not physical distance, because they’re 
seated close together, but the mental distance that we maintain inside ourselves.

What would growth look like for this collective?

We’re not very concerned with growth, instead we’re more focused on how we are, 
which is different from growth. We believe that the idea of rational progress is still 
a part of the humanities, even though people say it’s been gotten rid of. It’s always 
there and it’s necessary to remove it. Instead, you can enter into a plane of relation 
that isn’t projectional. Instead of saying, “Now I’m like this but things will be different 
if I manage to do X, Y, and Z,” you can say, “Now I’m here,” which is different.

These are some intervention tools created by Enmedio, can you explain them to us?

1. Apptivismo (Apptivism)

Apptivismo is a workshop that one of the members of Enmedio coordinates, 
David Proto. It’s a space for experimentation with programming for apps. 
Basic app programming primarily for mobile devices is learned and 
combined with its possible uses outside of the ordinary. It can be applied 
to a wide range of matters, above all confronting social conflicts.

2. Acti-FI

This is activism and fiction. It’s a workshop that I coordinate dedicated to newly 
exploring, in a hybrid environment, the basic tools of fiction-- constructing 
characters, storytelling, etc.-- with the intention of applying them in a new 
way to create experiences that can confront conflicts and discomfort.

3. Bellas Vallas (Beautiful Fences)

This is a workshop dedicated to exploring and understanding the new application of 
urban design in cities, especially in what we call “brand cities.” Brand cities are cities 
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that live from producing, distributing, and selling their own image. What makes up 
the images of these brand cities are the people that live in them. So, we explore their 
material and microphysical conditions, as well as their elements of hostile urbanism, 
and analyze the spirit present in these elements. If the spirit of neoliberalism was being 
applied previously to a student’s desk, then here we’re seeing the same thing. Tons of 
mechanisms are placed throughout the world that restrict, delimit, distribute, and direct 
the mobility of the bodies in the cities. How do they do this? Well, with aesthetics. 
They may build fences, for example, but they have a pleasing aesthetic factor. Why? 
Because otherwise they would be viewed negatively, it would be counterproductive 
for the creation of a brand city. So they need to be camouflaged. How can these 
structures be aesthetically camouflaged? Well in a thousand ways. Beautiful fences are 
really entertaining in that sense-- they make them plants with thorns, benches that are 
divided so that people can’t sit down. In short, there are material and physical elements 
that structure the periods of rest that bodies in a city can have and direct their mobility. 

So, it makes you wonder, “But where are we going? Where is our mobility being 
directed?” Well, this mobility is understood only in productive terms of consumption. 
The body has to be an active agent in the production and consumption of these 
cities and their existence is reduced to just that. In this workshop, our task is to study 
these physical and material elements. If the environment we’re working in is more of 
a theater, then we do performances or actions that make the original, camouflaged 
meaning of those elements visible. When we work in environments that are more 
related to design or architecture, like I’m now going to do for a workshop in Sweden, 
we propose counter-designs, that is, we apply a hacker-like design attitude to use 
the existing elements to make something else, to incorporate a different spirit, a 
spirit that doesn’t correspond to production and consumption but rather other 
things like contemplating the world, sitting down to rest and enjoy for a while, etc. 

How do you keep up your hopes in times of political 
discontent and overall insecurity? 

I think the problem of keeping up one’s spirits is more a problem on the other 
side, they have to ask themselves, “Now, after centuries of trying to convert 
hope and aspiration into the desire to consume, how do we keep up our 
spirits?” That’s a question that they have to ask, I’m not very worried by it. I’m 
more worried about the question of energy, that is to say, how we sustain the 
energy to not automatically replicate the capitalist system and find the energy to 
experience something else. We also need the energy to relate to others beyond 
the usual, comfortable way, the way with its own built in infrastructure and logic, 
so that this relationship comes about naturally. And that requires energy.

How do you charge your batteries with that energy?

That’s a good question. It’s true that some energy comes from youth, that’s why 
there’s so much desire for change in those years, and that energy eventually expires. 
And that’s a problem for neoliberal capitalism, because it’s been discovered, above 
all since the ’40s and ’50s, that young energy enriches capitalism because it can 
be transformed into exacerbated consumption. Capitalism exploits those years and 
tries to extend that youth, with surgical operations, face lifts, and a denial of the fact 
that time passes and that we lose that energy. The modern idea of revolution relied 
on the same thing-- young bodies that wanted to change the world with all their 
energy, putting an end to the old, weak world and ending up with a new one. That’s 
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how the bourgeois revolution went, followed by the modern revolutions afterwards. 
From marxists to Nazis, they all had that in common. A large part of activism relies 
on this, that’s why there is that over-simplistic critique that “when you’re no longer 
young, you’ll be done with activism and you’ll truly understand the world.” So the 
question of energy is a big one. You might ask, “Is there another concept of energy 
that’s not this relationship between youth and aging?” and I think there is. For 
example, one feels more energized when they have an unexpected experience 
with something. There is a loss of energy in the contemporary capitalist world that 
comes from what is already known, that’s why it relies so much on what is new, but 
in reality it’s a masquerade trying to camouflage what is really happening, that there 
really is nothing new. This loss of energy is an economic conflict for capitalism. 

The energizing nature of an unexpected experience, that’s why you and I are so 
interested in fiction, because at its core fiction energizes. So, how do we produce 
that? How do we do things differently? How do we avoid doing the same thing 
all the time? If that’s what my job as a professor means, in that structure we 
explained a moment ago, what happens if I do something new and unexpected? 
That’s where a constantly renewed energy comes from that is independent from 
age and is always experienced with vitality. So I think art is a good tool, if you 
want to call it that, to try to provoke that unexpectedness. That’s why a book can 
make you change or a film can move you, and you go into it with one spirit and 
you leave with another. That’s why when a conversation enters the terrain of the 
unknown, which tends to be the realm of the unexpected, an energy is created 
independent of age and it’s fantastic. I don’t know if I’m just saying it because I’m 
getting older, but I truly believe that there is another type of energy. And I think 
thinking about this type of thing has always been closely related with the arts.

Sure, it’s an unexpected encounter with the other.

Léonidas: Yes, and it’s an encounter with the world, in a new way. Art is nothing 
more than looking after the world, looking after it until you manage to see it. 
Seeing the world is seeing it in a different way from how you usually see it when 
you’re not looking after it. And every time that experience happens to you, it’s 
the experience of creation, contemplation, attention, and apprehending  the 
world, and that energizes you, it makes you want to experience it again and 
it makes you want others to experience it, as well. You want to communicate 
that experience, the desire to transmit a creation comes from that experience. 
So exploring it is infinite, it doesn’t dry up with age, and that gives us hope.


